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Blackstone's EU Treaties & Legislation 2020-2021 2020 this
fully updated text is a collection of the essential primary
and secondary law of the european union that quickly and
effectively guides students to the material they need during
exams and lectures part i contains the european union s
primary law in consolidated form part ii offers a selection
of the essential pieces of european union legislation in five
core areas of particular importance to undergraduate and
graduate studies namely the eu institutions the internal
market competition law social policy and consumer protection
lisbon numbering is used throughout and colour coded content
will facilitate easy navigation an annex contains all
relevant uk statutes from the 1972 european communities act
to the 2017 european union withdrawal bill this update takes
brexit into account with a new section providing an overview
of the brexit relevant british statutes
Blackstone's EU Treaties & Legislation 2021-2022 2021 well
selected and authoritative macmillan core statutes provide
the key materials needed by students in a format that is
clear compact and very easy to use they are ideal for use in
exams new to this edition revised directive 96 71 on posted
workers ireland northern ireland protocol to the eu uk
withdrawal agreement
EU Treaties and Legislation 2018-07-31 the directions series
has been written with students in mind the ideal guide as
they approach the subject for the first time this book will
help them gain a complete understanding of the topic just the
right amount of detail conveyed clearly understand the law in
context with scene setting introductions and highlighted case
extracts the practical importance of the law becomes clear
identify when and how to critically evaluate the law they ll
be introduced to the key areas of debate and given the
confidence to question the law deepen and test knowledge
visually engaging learning and self testing features aid
understanding and help students tackle assessments with
confidence elevate their learning with the ground work in
place your students can aspire to take their learning to the
next level with direction provided on how to go furtheronline
resourcesthis text is also accompanied by free online
resources including self test questions with instant feedback
to consolidate your learning suggested approaches to end of
chapter questions to help you perfect your technique study



and exam tips to support your preparation a timeline of key
moments in eu legal history to give you a contextual overview
of the subject
Core EU Legislation 2021-22 2021-08-01 this fully updated
title provides the reader with an easy access to the key
statutes on european union eu law the statutes have been
handpicked and presented in a logical manner for the benefit
of the reader the book includes eu primary legislation teu
tfeu charter of fundamental rights and eu secondary
legislation in the fields of free movement of goods persons
and services and institutional law it includes the european
council decision eu 2018 937 of 28 june 2018 establishing the
composition of the european parliament it also includes the
uk european union withdrawal act 2018 this title is ideal for
use at examinations it will be equally useful to academics
and practitioners in the field as well as citizens
EU Law Directions 2020-07-30 following on from the first
volume this unique book is the only collection of native
analyses of the status of legislation in 30 european
jurisdictions plus the eu each chapter written by a national
authority in the legislative field presents and critically
assesses the national constitutional environment and its
connection with eu law the nature and types of legislation
the legislative process the drafting process jurisprudence
conventions the training of drafters the book opens with a
comparative chapter on the these six themes and concludes
with an analysis of trends and best practices in europe
legislation in europe is a necessary addition to law and
policy libraries law making institutions and agencies and an
invaluable tool for constitutional and drafting academics and
practitioners
Indispensable Statutes on EU Law 2018-06-24 the research
network on eu administrative law reneual was established in
2009 and now comprises well over one hundred scholars and
practitioners active in the field of eu and comparative
public law the aim of the network is to contribute to the
development of a legal framework in which the constitutional
values of the eu can be embedded in the exercise of public
authority drafted by four working groups addressing the main
aspects of eu administrative procedure the reneual model
rules offer a toolkit for european and domestic authorities
seeking to regulate administrative action reinforcing general



principles of eu law and identifying on the basis of
comparative research best practices in different specific
policies of the eu the book includes an extended introduction
chapter followed by the model rules which are organised into
six parts part i addresses general issues concerning the
scope of the model rules and their relation to existing rules
in eu legislation and member state law part ii is concerned
with rulemaking by eu institutions bodies offices and
agencies part iii focuses on single case decision making by
eu institutions bodies offices and agencies part iv addresses
contracts of eu institutions bodies offices and agencies part
v discusses mutual assistance between administrations and
part vi addresses inter administrative information management
Legislation in Europe 2020-12-10 sweet and maxwell s statutes
series provides a comprehensive collection of statutory
material incorporating amendments to acts and sis but
expressly excluding commentaries so they can be used in open
book exams statutory material is listed in chronological
order and is extensively cross referenced and fully indexed
ReNEUAL Model Rules on EU Administrative Procedure 2017-06-16
this book explores the exportation and application of
european union legislation beyond eu borders it clarifies the
means and instruments of the voluntary application of the eu
s norms by third countries and analyses in detail the process
of legislative approximation between the eu and its east
european neighbours it also assesses the extent to which the
eu is successful in promoting its legal standards abroad the
first part of the book addresses the eu s mechanisms and
instruments promoting the export of its own laws and
practices to other countries key issues include the post
lisbon constitutional basis for the eu s engagement with its
eastern neighbours art 8 teu the different methods of acquis
export and the impact of a new generation of association
agreements providing for the establishment of deep and
comprehensive free trade areas dcftas and ultimately a
neighbourhood economic community nec between the eu and its
eastern partners the second part of the book includes
substantive country reports that analyse the process of
legislative approximation and application of eu law in the
eastern partnership countries and russia authored by leading
academics from the countries concerned while currently these
countries are not working towards full eu membership the eu



encourages them to approximate and converge their legislation
with the eu acquis the book also offers a unique picture of
current practice of the application of eu law by judiciaries
in the countries of the eastern partnership and russia the
book concludes with reflections on the multi faceted
character of legislative approximation and the challenges
surrounding the application of eu law in the eu s eastern
neighbourhood the conclusions reached are highly informative
as to the effectiveness of present and future eu external
regional policies aimed at the promotion of eu common values
and eu legislation into the legal orders of third countries
EU Law 2002-2003 2002 this is a series for students studying
law at undergraduate level which contains all the necessary
statutes and statutory instruments published annually and
offering both chronological and alphabetical contents to aid
research each book excludes commentary and is therefore ideal
for use in examinations
Legislative Approximation and Application of EU Law in the
Eastern Neighbourhood of the European Union 2014-02-24 in the
face of the current confusion about the use of arts 290 and
291 tfeu there is need of further development of the theory
of legislative delegation to the eu commission this timely
book approaches this question from a practical perspective
with a detailed examination of how the legislator uses
delegated and implementing mandates in different fields of eu
law offering an analysis of legislative practice and
providing concrete evidence of how articles 290 and 291 tfeu
are actually handled it offers new insight into potential
developments in eu administrative law
Core Eu Legislation 2009-06 this article by article
commentary on eu regulations 2016 1103 and 2016 1104
critically examines the uniform rules adopted by the eu to
deal with the property relations of international couples
both married and in registered partnerships written by
experts from a variety of european countries it offers a
comprehensive side by side discussion of the two regulations
to provide context and a deeper understanding of the issues
of jurisdiction applicable law and recognition of judgements
covered
The Legislative Choice Between Delegated and Implementing
Acts in EU Law 2018-11-30 the sphere of public law is ill
defined and controversial taking the broad view that it



comprises aspects of for instance constitutional principles
good and humane administration judicial review based on the
rule of law human rights liability for wrongdoing public
procurement provision of public services transparency social
media and protection of privacy areas that link legal control
to broad governmental purposes the third edition of this
established and much praised work expands its examination of
the emergence of european public law from european union eu
law and its european community and european economic
community antecedents the european convention on human rights
and the interface of these systems with member state systems
to include the currently all important challenge of brexit
the book explains in detail what european public law is and
the context in which laws interact in european societies
masterfully summarising the debate surrounding the influence
of eu and european convention law on member state law
particularly that of the united kingdom uk in a thematic and
analytical manner the author covers the following topics and
much more as they persist in the shadow of brexit
constitutional law and administrative law in the eu and
france germany and the uk subsidiarity in the eu and uk
devolution openness transparency and access to information
national parliaments and scrutiny of eu law influence of eu
law on uk judicial review access to justice in the light of
austerity and government cuts in public expenditure the
future of the uk human rights act european influence on the
law of liability eu ombudsmen and internal grievance
procedures future relationship between eu and uk domestic law
citizenship and protection of human rights competition
regulation public service and the market the impact of brexit
the legal consequences of uk withdrawal legislation and
european public law the eu uk written agreements on
separation and the political statement s prospects for a post
brexit trade deal detailed analyses of major cases and legal
provisions are featured throughout the book given that the
effects of brexit will take decades to unfold and not only in
the uk this new edition of a classic text will prove to be an
invaluable guide to the ever developing european context of
domestic public law the indelible marks of european
integration must be fully understood if we are to understand
public law and its future direction the book will be of
enormous assistance to political theorists and scientists and



commentators and of immeasurable practical and academic
importance in monitoring the future of europe and its legal
relationship with the uk academics and students will be
rewarded by the detailed analysis of the context in which
national laws and european laws interact practitioners in the
uk europe and globally will gain invaluable insight into the
laws they use to resolve practical questions of legal
interpretation
The EU Regulations on the Property Regimes of International
Couples 2020-06-26 this new edition of blackstone s ec
legislation has been fully revised and updated to include all
relevant legislation through to june 2006 the seventeenth
edition includes the updated information notice on
preliminary rulings and the court of justice rules of
procedure have been replaced with the rules consolidated in
2005 also included in the seventeenth edition all major
treaties the texts of protocols attached to treaties complete
text of the proposed european constitution tables of
equivalences for the treaty on european union and the treaty
establishing the european community legislation covering
worker and consumer protection competition and the free
movement of goods and persons book jacket
European Public Law 2020-01-23 well selected and
authoritative palgrave core statutes provide the key
materials needed by students in a format that is clear
compact and very easy to use they are ideal for use in
examinations
Blackstone's EC Legislation 2006-2007 2006 this book provides
a practical handbook for legislation written by a team of
experts practitioners and scholars it invites national
institutions to apply its teachings in the context of their
own drafting manuals and laws analysis focuses on general
principles and best practice within the context of the
different systems of government in europe questions explored
include subsidiarity legitimacy efficacy effectiveness
efficiency proportionality monitoring and regulatory impact
assessment taking a practical approach which starts from
evidence based rationality it represents essential reading
for all practitioners in the field of legislative drafting
Core EU Legislation 2017-18 2017-08-31 since its foundation
the council of europe has established a common legal system
for european states based on democracy the rule of law and



human rights its standard setting texts have helped its
members meet the challenges of changing societies and now
apply all over europe given the organisation s unprecedented
geographical enlargement since 1989 in this connection the
council of europe has played a key role in the accession of
the new member states to the european union the first section
of the book deals with the constitutional law of the council
of europe or its internal statutes in the broad sense it
covers the 1949 statute which along with related texts lays
down the council s aims and determines its membership and
operating methods the second section concerns the role played
by the council of europe which has always been very active in
standard setting in the harmonisation of european states
domestic law the third section situates council of europe law
in the european context for instance it studies the extent to
which council of europe conventions have been incorporated in
domestic law and how council of europe law and european union
law co exist
Legislation in Europe 2017-02-23 well selected and
authoritative hart core statutes provide the key materials
needed by students in a format that is clear compact and very
easy to use they are ideal for use in exams
Council of Europe Law 2005-01-01 this book inquires into the
competence of the eu to legislate in the field of copyright
and uses content analysis techniques to demonstrate the
existence of a normative gap in copyright lawmaking to
address that gap it proposes the creation of benchmarks of
legislative activity reasoning that eu secondary legislation
such as directives and regulations should be based on higher
sources of law it investigates two such possible sources the
activity of the eu court of justice in the pre legislative
era and the eu treaties from these sources the author
establishes concrete benchmarks of legislative activity which
she then tests by applying them to current eu copyright
legislation this provides examples of good and bad practices
in copyright lawmaking and also shows how the benchmarks
could be implemented in copyright legislation finally the
author offers some recommendations in this regard
Core EU Legislation 2022-23 2022-08-11 the law applicable to
contractual and non contractual obligations in cross border
civil and commercial matters in the european union eu is the
remit of the so called rome i and ii regulations that entered



into force in 2009 supplemented by the rome iii regulation of
2012 dealing specifically with divorce and legal separation
this article by article commentary now updated to its third
edition has become a cornerstone resource in handling
european cases involving conflict of laws the occasion for
publishing a third edition is that several landmark judgments
on the conflict of laws have been recently rendered both by
the court of justice of the eu and by domestic courts
moreover with brexit one of the largest european states will
enter into a new form of relationship with the eu which will
specifically impact the conflict of laws the effects of these
major developments are reflected throughout the new edition s
extensively revised article by article commentary the
commentary authored by leading scholars of conflict of laws
and drawing on a wide spectrum of case law and scholarship
highlights among much else such long term implications of the
rome regulations as the following principles of
interpretation limiting the effects of forum shopping
limiting the trade restricting effects of the fragmentation
of national private laws ensuring the free movement of
persons enhancement of legal certainty and predictability and
potential solutions for an agreement based brexit it provides
black letter law as represented by the jurisprudence of the
court of justice of the eu and the member state courts as
well as the latest academic opinion in the current era of
globalization where communication transaction and migration
across borders have transformed from exceptional to
omnipresent phenomena the pressing question is no longer if
the state has to grant access to justice in international
situations but how that right can be implemented effectively
to this end renowned conflict of laws scholars analyse every
provision of the regulations in a systematic and thorough
manner making them accessible to a broad international legal
audience the result is an indispensable companion for
academics judges lawyers and legal professionals in their day
to day work
The Competence of the European Union in Copyright Lawmaking
2016-03-08 the european company statute is one of the most
important pieces of company legislation adopted so far by the
european union its aim is to regulate the internal functions
of a business operating in more than two european countries
this book provides an analysis of the history structure legal



basis and likely impact of the ecs
Rome Regulations 2020-08-10 this book examines the language
policies relating to linguistic rights in european union law
and in the constitutions and legal statutes of some european
union member states in recent years the european union has
seen an increase in claims for language recognition by
minority groups representing a considerable population such
as catalan in spain and welsh in the uk additionally there is
a developing situation surrounding the official use of
english within the european union in the aftermath of the
brexit vote in light of these two contexts this book focuses
on the degree of legal protection afforded to linguistic
groups in the european union it will be of interest to
students and scholars of language policy eu law minority
languages and sociolinguistics
The European Company Statute 2009 this thoroughly revised and
updated second edition analyses in detail the current
development of private international law at european union
level
Language Rights and the Law in the European Union 2019-11-15
focused content layout and price routledge competes and wins
in relation to all of these factors craig lind university of
sussex uk the best value and best format books on the market
ed bates southampton university uk routledge student statutes
present all the legislation students need in one easy to use
volume developed in response to feedback from lecturers and
students this book offers a fully up to date comprehensive
and clearly presented collection of legislation ideal for llb
and gdl course and exam use routledge student statutes are
exam friendly un annotated and conforming to exam regulations
tailored to fit your course 80 of lecturers we surveyed agree
that routledge student statutes match their course and cover
the relevant legislation trustworthy routledge student
statutes are compiled by subject experts updated annually and
have been developed to meet student needs through extensive
market research easy to use a clear text design comprehensive
table of contents multiple indexes and highlighted amendments
to the law make these books the most student friendly
statutes on the market competitively priced routledge student
statutes offer content and usability rated as good or better
than our major competitor but at a more competitive price
supported by a companion website presenting scenario



questions for interpreting statutes annotated web links and
multiple choice questions these resources are designed to
help students to be confident and prepared
EU Private International Law 2010 this book deals with the
interconnection between the brussels i recast and rome i
regulations and addresses the question of uniform
interpretation a consistent understanding of scope and
provisions is suggested by the preamble of the rome i
regulation without doubt it is fair to presume that the same
terms bear the same meaning throughout the regulations the
author takes a closer look at the regulations systems guiding
principles and their balance of flexibility and legal
certainty he starts from the premise that such analysis
should prove particularly rewarding as both legal acts have
their specific dna the brussels i recast regulation has a
procedural focus when it governs the allocation of
jurisdiction and the free circulation of judgments the
multilateral rules under the rome i regulation by contrast
are animated by conflict of laws methods and focus on the
delimitation of legal systems this fourth volume in the short
studies in private international law series is primarily
aimed at legal academics in private international law and
advanced students but it should also prove an intriguing read
for legal practitioners in international litigation christoph
schmon is a legal expert in the fields of private
international law consumer law and digital rights after
serving in research positions at academic institutes in
vienna and london he focused on eu policy and law making he
is appointed expert of advisory groups to the eu commission
European Union Legislation 2012-2013 2012-08-17 in ten years
80 per cent of the legislation related to economics maybe
also to taxes and social aff airs will be of community origin
this declaration has been largely quoted paraphrased and
deformed by different authors creating a persistent myth
according to which 80 of the legislative activity of the
national legislatures would soon be reduced to the simple
transposition of european norms this book addresses the topic
of the scope and impact of europeanization on national
legislation as a part of the europeanization debate which
raises normative concerns linked to the democratic deficit
debate the state of the art shows that there are many
assumptions and claims on how european integration may affect



national legislation and more generally domestic governance
but that there is a lack of solid and comparative data to
test them the aim of the book is to give a solid and
comparative insight into europeanization focusing on
effective outcomes in a systematic way this book analyzes the
period 1986 2008 and includes an introduction a global
overview of european legislative activities which set the
background for europeanization of national legislatures 9
country contributions 8 eu member states switzerland
including systematic comparative and standardized data tables
and figures and a conclusion with a comparative analysis of
the european and domestic reasons for europeanization all
national contributions conclude that europeanization of
national legislation is much more limited than assumed in the
literature and public debate it is limited to 10 to 30 of
laws depending on the country far less than the 80 predicted
by jacques delors and mentioned daily by medias and public
opinion leaders to demonstrate eu domination on member states
beside that general statement the various chapters propose a
deep insight on eu constraint over national legislation
providing much information on the kind of laws and policies
that are europeanized the evolution of this process through
time the impact of europeanization on the balance of powers
and the relations between majority and opposition at national
level the strategies developed by national institutions in
that context and many other issues making the book of
interest to academics and policy makers concerned with
europeanization and national legislation
The Interconnection of the EU Regulations Brussels I Recast
and Rome I 2021-03-18 today global competition obliges
companies dealing in international trade to modernize their
procedures of delivery in order to minimize the customs
burden and simplify the relation with customs authorities
customs planning is the current option to be effective in the
worldwide marketplace however customs officials are facing
new challenges they must ensure the smooth flow of trade
while applying necessary controls on the one hand while
protecting the health and safety of the community s citizens
on the other to achieve and maintain the correct balance
between these demands control methods are constantly evolving
raising major challenges to those charged with planning and
compliance this book is a highly practical work dealing with



the ins and outs of european union eu customs law cases of
study jurisprudence and comparative law support the analysis
of the different legal tools the consolidated principles
ruling the transactions within wto member states applied in
eu law offer the readers the opportunity to understand how
customs rules can be applied in any customs jurisdiction
authored by an international tax lawyer with extensive
experience enforcing eu customs law as a former member of
italy s financial police this handy resource is designed to
help the reader stay in compliance with the laws controlling
eu importing and exporting while structuring transactions in
a business friendly manner this book is a reference work in
the customs law field it deals thoroughly and practically
with all the matters that a customs law practitioner would
need to know this book works well both for beginners and
experts since both will find needed information and insight
in it eu law live book review by darya budova senior
associate uría menéndez
The Europeanization of Domestic Legislatures 2011-12-10 this
book consists of contributions exploring from different
perspectives the images of the consumer in eu law the images
of the consumer form the foundation for various eu policies
more or less directly oriented towards the goal of consumer
protection the purpose of the volume is to establish what
visions of the consumer there are in different contexts of eu
law whether they are consistent and whether eu law s
engagement with consumer related considerations is sincere or
merely instrumental to the achievement of other goals the
chapters discuss how consumers should be protected in eu
contract competition free movement and trade mark law they
reflect on the limits of the consumer empowerment rationale
as the basis for eu consumer policy the chapters look also at
the variety of concerns consumers might have including the
cost of goods and services access to credit ethical questions
of consumption the challenges of excessive choice and the
possibility to influence the content of regulatory measures
and explore the significance of these issues for the eu s
legislative and judicial process
Customs Law of the European Union 2020-03-12 this book
attempts to systematise the present interrelationship between
fundamental rights and the eu internal market in the field of
positive integration its intention is simple to examine the



way in which and the extent to which fundamental rights
protection is realised through eu internal market legislation
to that end the analysis is conducted around four rights or
sets of rights data protection freedom of expression
fundamental labour rights and the right to health the book
assesses not only what substantive level of protection is
achieved for these fundamental rights but it also estimates
whether there is a fundamental rights culture that informs
current legislative practice finally it asks the overarching
question whether the current state of harmonisation amounts
to a fundamental rights policy the book offers a much more
varied picture of the eu s fundamental rights policy in and
through the eu internal market than perhaps initially
expected moreover it builds the case for a more conscious
approach to dealing with and enhancing fundamental rights
protection in and through internal market legislation and
advocates a leading role for the legislature in the
establishment of an internal market that is firmly based on
respect for fundamental rights résumé de l éditeur
The Images of the Consumer in EU Law 2016-01-28 company law
is undergoing fundamental change in europe all european
countries have undertaken extensive reform of their company
legislation domestic reform has traditionally been driven by
corporate failures or scandals initiatives to make corporate
governance more effective are a feature of recent european
law reform as are measures to simplify and ease burdens on
smaller and medium sized businesses smes an increasing eu
harmonisation is taking place through the company law
directives and the free movement of companies is also
facilitated by the case law of the european court of justice
on the directives and the right to free movement and
establishment in the ec treaty new european corporate forms
such as the european economic interest grouping eeig and the
european company se have added new dimensions at a time of
rapid development of eu and national company laws this book
will aid the understanding of an emerging discipline
Fundamental Rights in EU Internal Market Legislation 2015 the
european company statute ecs is one of the most important
pieces of company legislation adopted so far by the european
union its aim is to regulate on a voluntary basis the
internal functions of a business operating in more than two
european countries at the same time however its



implementation by companies requires the negotiation of
agreements between employers and employees principally on the
choice between a one tier or two tier system of board
structure while the ecs thereby promotes flexible solutions
tailor made to company requirements it has failed to achieve
full harmonisation of eu company law this book provides a
comprehensive analysis of the history structure legal basis
and likely impact of the ecs examining its evolution over
some 30 years of development and its chances for integrating
diverse models of corporate governance across the european
economic area the book explores the implications of the ecs
for employee participation at various levels in the european
company with country case studies drawn from greece slovenia
and the uk it also analyses certain legal issues including
taxation and the position of companies located in countries
without existing systems of employee board level
participation
European Comparative Company Law 2009-07-30 seminar paper
from the year 2002 in the subject business economics law
grade good vienna university of economics and business
institute for business english language english abstract in
the following i will give a short and general overview of the
existing gray markets definition and conditions furthermore i
will focus on the pharmaceutical industry which i consider
the most interesting even if dangerous after a short
description of possible gray market activities in this
industry within the european union i will enumerate some of
the most important measures and regulations that are being
taken against this serious problem finally i will mention the
negative as well as possible positive effects of gray markets
on both the producer and the consumer gray markets are
significant as they now exceed 10 billion per year in north
america and affect almost every major trademarked product
grenier 1998 gray markets are growing at more than 22 per
cent annually lowe and mccrohan 1988 and expect further
growth as export operations increase myers 1999 when reading
these lines one can presume that gray market activities are
an inevitable result of the export of trade marked goods
since exports are increasing steadily there are several
attempts to restrain these semi illegal activities
The European Company Statute 2009 this is an ideal series for
students studying law at undergraduate level as it contains



all the necessary statutes and statutory instruments
published annually and offering both chronological and
alphabetical contents to aid research each book excludes
commentary and is therefore ideal for use in examinations
Crime in Business. Grey market products and EU-legislation
2003-08-05 this volume gives coverage of uk and international
intellectual property law containing all the up to date
legislation relevant to undergraduate law degrees
Core Statutes on EU 2007-08 2007-08 it is a comprehensive and
in depth analysis of the cornerstones of private
international law in the european union which provides a safe
and up to date guide to a complex area from a comparative
perspective continental lawyers may particularly appreciate
the extensive coverage of english case law on the subject
filip de ly erasmus university rotterdam the netherlands
private international law or the conflict of laws as it is
also commonly known has evolved in great measure in recent
years due in part to the successes of international
agreements in harmonizing the conflict laws of individual
countries
Blackstone's Statutes on Intellectual Property 2014 the idea
of national codification is advancing on a global scale in
conflict of laws a large number of legislative projects
dealing with codifying and modernizing private international
law both on the national and the supranational level have
been launched in the past few years among such recent
initiatives the advances taken by the european and the
japanese legislators are particularly reflecting these
developments on january 1 2007 the new japanese act on
general rules for application of laws entered into force
replacing the outdated conflict of laws statute of 1898 this
major reform finds its parallels in the current efforts of
the european union to create a modern private international
law regime for its member states this volume presents the
first comprehensive analysis of the new japanese private
international law available in any western language and
contrasts it with corresponding european developments most of
the contributors from japan are scholars who were actively
involved in and responsible for preparing the new act all of
them are renowned experts in the field of private
international law leading european experts in the conflict of
laws supplement the japanese analyses with comparative



contributions reflecting the pertinent discussion of parallel
endeavours in the eu to guarantee better understanding
english translations of both the present and the former
japanese statutes have been added
Human Rights in European Criminal Law 2015-01-31
The European Association of Legislation 1995
EU Private International Law 2008-03-31
Japanese and European Private International Law in
Comparative Perspective 2008
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